
p. 13.

and as "s) accepting treatment of
"!)

verbs in Hafel and Hofal.

3) 1 Quiescence after a vowel as in Hebrew and occasional suppression in

spelling (# 6); aphasresis, TIT from -M~k

4) 'k has arisen out of 9 by dissimilation in Hebrew (for

" see table of transmutations in # 5)o

5) 4D verbs treated (by analogy!) a. e.g., 11) Tfl of.




TJ

#12. k&LL.2iiAL

Original initial 1 becomes ; e.g., 1T from 2fl)

Initial lost in imperative. (for treatment in imperfect, etc., see 9.).

1 and unite with preceding homogeneous vowel to form long vowel:

ii




A A.
with preceding into and j; e.g., )t973 (1) ) for nta from

mtaj
) J7 consi. p1. for aie

But the diphthonga]. character of the latter combination lasted longer than

in Hebrew; e. g., house lont k±* with flcount. (Hobo fl,fl );
'-

tiou mat, along with fl) fl I wa. Probably contractions into .2. and

" have been hebraized from an and ii.

Note the diphthong 1 ' in plural inflection of verb.; e.g.,

Pael ),Ø eanniiu (cf. Hobo )J1 Iilled him).

# 13. !!!!. of Other Consonants

1) Occasional Los. of Tof the Hf.1 after preformetivs; ".g.,

Dent. 2.15, but )flh Dent. 3.22; once Tappears as Dent. 3.1.

2) Los. of in impf. Lx. 5.5, inf. Lx. 7.13, and

in ), preformed parts, e.g., ') P;)-#T Dent. 3.28 (with compensative doubling,

see 9).

3) Lose of ) in impvs. Pe'al, .)PD Deut. 3.26.

4) Loss of fl of fern. ending in the absolute; e.g, beast , last*

'
TJ. (stem ending, -at, -ut).

# 14. Doubling of Consonants

Apart from the doubling in intensive stems and the various euphonic uses of

Degkie.h (is. 7), y be noted the Aramaic peculiarity of enlarging the original
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